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Extended Dipolar Chain Model for Ion Channels:
Electrostriction Effects and the Translocational Energy Barrier
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ABSTRACT We reinvestigate the dipolar chain model for an ion channel. Our goal is to account for the influence that ion-
induced electrostriction of channel water has on the translocational energy barriers experienced by different ions in the channel.
For this purpose, we refine our former model by relaxing the positional constraint on the ion and the water dipoles and by including
Lennard-Jones contributions in addition to the electrostatic interactions. The positions of the ion and the waters are established
by minimization of the free energy. As before, interaction with the external medium is described via the image forces. Application
to alkali cations show that the short range interactions modulate the free energy profiles leading to a selectivity sequence for
translocation. We study the influence of some structural parameters on this sequence and compare our theoretical predictions
with observed results for gramicidin.

INTRODUCTION

Ion channels, to be specific, are believed to have a narrow
region that acts as a selectivity filter (Hille, 1992). Although
not mandatory, many channel models presume that there is
an abutting region in which the concerted ion-water move-
ment is single file. Direct experimental evidence determining
the length of such single files is scant. For the model system
gramicidin, this distance has been determined with reason-
able accuracy by an amalgam of theoretical and experimental
methods to be -20-25 A (for review, see Wallace, 1990).
Inferences with respect to physiological systems indicate that
a single file may be as short as 7-10 A in a high conductance
K-channel (Miller, 1982) and long enough to permit multiple
occupancy (conceivably as long as 50 A), i.e., the delayed
and inward rectifying K-channels (Hille and Schwartz,
1978). In such single-file regions, the ion must have shed all
but two of its waters of solvation and be stabilized by in-
teraction with charged and polar groups of the channel pep-
tide. In addition, its immediate electrical environment is
vastly different from bulk water since the peptide, with which
it is in intimate contact, is far less orientationally polarizable
than water. The ion and the channel water molecules are
surrounded by a domain of low to intermediate dielectric
constant. Because water in narrow channels cannot form the
extended hydrogen-bonded networks characteristic of liquid
water, this region quite probably behaves very differently
from bulk water. There are suggestions that channel water
forms a distinctly different phase (Chiu et al., 1993). Because
the energy barriers for ion permeation must be low (turnover
is -107 s-1), it has often been presumed that the channel
forms an electrically permittive pathway (Levitt, 1978;
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Jordan, 1984; Jordan et al., 1989; Sancho and Martinez,
1991; Monoi, 1991). To better characterize this physiologi-
cally significant region, we have developed an exactly
soluble model describing critical features of the single file.
The channel is modeled as a linear chain comprising the ion
and a limited number of water molecules (Partenskii et al.,
1991a). This array is embedded in a continuum dielectric slab
that accounts, in approximate fashion, for the influence of the
surrounding protein. The whole ensemble is sandwiched be-
tween continuum dielectrics descriptive ofbulk water. In this
way we have been able to formulate exact solutions to the
associated statistical mechanical problem.

In our previous studies of this model, we found that water
in the channel can be strongly polarized by the field of an ion;
it cannot readily reorient under an applied field, so that with
an ion in the channel, water's effective orientational sus-
ceptibility drops precipitously (Partenskii et al., 1991a;
Partenskii and Jordan, 1992a, b). This view differs from the
familiar continuum models that describe a channel as a high
permittivity and, consequently, low image energy pathway
for the ion along the pore (Levitt, 1978; Jordan, 1984; Jordan
et al., 1989; Sancho and Martinez, 1991; Monoi, 1991;
Martinez et al., 1992). The associated electrostatic free en-
ergy barriers are invariably too high to be consistent with
observed permeation rates; the effective dielectric constant
for channel water, with an ion present, is certainly less that
10, and possibly as low as 4-5 (Partenskii and Jordan,
1992a). If we consider molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions in seeking the origin of the required free energy barrier
reduction, we note that the properties of water near a charged
particle, whether in a gas phase cluster, inside a narrow chan-
nel or in the bulk medium can be significantly altered with
respect to those of water molecules not involved in ionic
solvation (Sung and Jordan, 1986; Lin and Jordan, 1989;
Jordan, 1990; Duca and Jordan, 1993). In an occupied ion
channel, mean water-water correlations can be strongly ion-
dependent and both ion-water and water-water correlations
in this environment can be very different from those in bulk
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water. The contribution of electrostriction is
ion-specific and to affect the ion's solvatior
(Jayaram et al., 1989); thus, it modifies free er
in an ion-dependent fashion. In this study we fi
the relationship between the microscopic des
narrow ion pore and macroscopic electrostati
incorporating an additional microscopic featur
culation. To this end we relax the restriction of
in our chain model and allow the ion and the wa
to interact under the combined influence of ele
short range interactions. We show that the ene

due to this relaxation is not enough to accoui
served permeation rates; other contributions
probably those arising from specific considerati
tein (or peptide) charge distribution and fron
differential solvation interactions as the ion is
hydrated upon entering a pore and specificallyt
groups lining a channel. At the same time w
important question of selectivity and find that ti
of the energy barriers due to electrostriction iscl
the observed translocational selectivity sequei
cidin channels. Finally, we note that electr
gauged by ion-water and water-water separatioi
nificantly as ions translocate through a pore.

MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

The model presented previously (Partenskii
Partenskii and Jordan, 1992a, b) consists of
chain of an ion and a fixed number of waternf
bedded in a dielectric slab of uniform permitti'
illustrated in Fig. 1 for the specific case of seve
slab is surrounded on both sides by uniform cc
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FIGURE 1 Semi-discrete model of the dielectric geom

lipid-channel ensemble. The channel radius isRc, and the

boundaries are the planes z = 0 and z = d. Water (point di

in a sphere) and an ion (point charge embedded in a sphere) f

The chain length is variable, reflecting the influence of io

background dielectric (see text).Ebackg..d is chosen to appr

mittivity of the channel forming peptide and the high freq

behavior of water (see text).

known to be vent of high dielectric constant. The number of particles in
i free energy the single file is chosen to be representative of gramicidin,
nergy profiles where both MD studies and electrokinetic experiments in-
arther explore dicate that 7 to 9 water molecules accompany ions moving
scription of a through a gramicidin channel (Levitt, 1984; Mackay et al.,
ic models, by 1984; Skerra and Brickmann, 1987; Jordan, 1990; Roux
e into the cal- and Karplus, 1991a, b; Hille, 1992). In this approach wa-

F rigid spheres ter is modeled by a sphere with a reorientable point dipole
ter molecules (pt = 1.86 Debye) at its center; the ion is described as a

ctrostatic and sphere with a point charge at its center. Because the problem
.rgy lowering is one-dimensional and cylindrical symmetry is imposed, ex-
nt for the ob- act solutions of the statistical mechanical problem, including
are required, all long range interactions with the surrounding solvent, have
ion of the pro- been formulated (Partenskii et al., 1991a; Partenskii and
n short range Jordan, 1992a). The model can thus describe major features
upartally de- accounting for orientational ordering in real channel systemsOundd to plhar at finite temperatures. However, high frequency ion-water
ie modulation and water-water processes, because of electronic polarizabil-
onsistent with ity, interparticle collisions, off-axis motions, dipole

nce in grami- fluctuations (due, e.g., to bond bending) are not treated in this
ostriction, as picture. It also makes no attempt to describe the detailed

ns varies sig- interaction of either ion or waters with molecular charge
distribution of the channel forming peptide.

This model replicates important features of real ion chan-
nel systems. There is a linear single-file region containing an
ion and a limited number of waters; this molecular column

et al., 1991a; is surrounded by a continuum dielectric representative of
a single-file both peptide and lipid. The whole ensemble is sandwiched

iolecules em- between dielectric continuaof E = 80, representative of bulk

vity Ebackgound, water. The connection to gramicidin, which has an unusually
waters. The long single-file region, is made quite simply, by focusing on

)ntinuum sol- a molecular column of an ion and seven waters.
Assigning a permittivity value of Ebackgound = 2 accounts

for both the dielectric properties of the membrane (Dilger
et al., 1982; Fettiplace et al., 1971) and the influence of the
electronic polarizability of the water inside the pore, the latter
estimated from the optical refractive index. However, the
proper assignment of a high frequencye for water in this
approach is far from certain. The statistical mechanical prob-
lem of the dipoles' orientational correlation is treated ex-

2R actly; for water these are processes on the 10-100 GHz time
T

scale (Franks, 1973). Faster motions, due to interparticle col-T lisions, are not considered. The dipoles are thus in an elec-
ebulk - £e1 trical environment with an E that accounts for processes rapid

compared to rotational relaxation, i.e., >100 GHz. At ultra-
high frequency (>100 THz) water's E is 2 and, as already
noted, it is determined by the electronic polarization (the
optical refractive index). However, from the behavior of bulk

d water, there is clearly an intermediate domain, faster than
etry of a water- rotational relaxation but slower than electronic relaxation, in

lipid-bulk water which E 4 (Franks, 1973; Hasted, 1973). In the model,
poles embedded electronic polarization and these Newtonian high frequency
or a linear chain. relaxation processes are accounted for by assigning ane of
nic size and the 4 to the immediate electrical environment of the ion-dipoleoximate the per-uency dielectric chain. ThenEbackgoud would decrease from 4 to 2 in moving

radially outward from the channel axis. Consequently, we
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consider values of Ebackgound between 2 and 4 and, for sim-
plicity of computation, take Ebackground to be constant. This
latter assumption makes little difference because the com-
putation is dominated by the value of E in the immediate
vicinity of the channel (<7 A from the axis) (Partenskii and
Jordan, 1992b). For modeling gramicidin, the peptide, with
its moderately high electrical permittivity (Tredgold and
Hole, 1976; Monoi, 1991; Hille, 1992), has a radius of -10
-A (Koeppe and Kimura, 1984; Mackay et al., 1984); thus, the
membrane is too far away to influence properties in the chan-
nel for the model being studied.
The orientational polarization of water is treated by plac-

ing point dipoles with a dipole moment determined from a
calculation that ignores the Lennard-Jones forces at the cen-
ter of each spherical water molecule. The permittivity of the
external medium, which is much greater than that of the
membrane, is approximated as Eelec = °°; this introduces no
serious error (Partenskii and Jordan, 1992a, b) and is exact
in the limit of high ionic strength (our unpublished results).
It is thus possible to account simply for long-range electro-
static interaction, using the method of images. Effects due to
the more polarizable channel-forming peptide as well as that
of ion-induced charge reorganization (in a gramicidin-like
model, reorientation of carbonyl groups at the peptide-pore
interface), have been analyzed elsewhere (Partenskii et al.,
1991a; Partenskii and Jordan, 1992b) and are not explicitly
considered here. Our system Hamiltonian is

H= Wdd + WIon + WU + Wom (1)

where Wdd is the dipole-dipole interaction energy (including
the image dipole contributions), WIok is the interaction energy
of the ion with its own image and with the dipoles and their
images, WBon is the energy required to transfer the ion from
bulk, where E = 80, to the channel interior where E = Eback-
ground (between 2 and 4). These three contributions have been
discussed previously (Partenskii et al., 1991a, b; Partenskii
and Jordan, 1992b). The additional term, WLj, describing the
Lennard-Jones interaction between particles has the form

W U [('I-W/rk)' - (oI1W/rk)6]
E-W (2)

+ ES [(UW_W/rj)1 - ((W_W/rij)6] + WL + WR,
Ew-w

where WL and WR represent two additional short range terms
that account for interaction of the first and last particle in the
chain with the respective left and right pore-bulk medium
interface. For these terms we also choose a 6-12 potential
approximation where the distances are those between the
particles and their first images; the interaction parameters are
those corresponding to the ion-water or water-water potential
depending on what particle is in the first or last position. To
determine the Lennard-Jones parameters, we average the
values for the corresponding isoelectronic noble gas atoms
(Hirschfelder et al., 1954) with those for TIP4P water
(Jorgensen et al., 1983) using standard combination rules
(Kong, 1973); the results are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1 Lennard-Jones parameters for ion-water and
water-water interaction

Interacting particles a (A) E (kJ/mol)

Li'-Water 2.89 0.180
Na+-Water 2.96 0.434
K+-Water 3.28 0.812
Cs'-Water 3.54 1.083
Water-Water 3.16 0.649

To obtain equilibrium distances and the corresponding to-
tal internal energies, we make an initial guess as to the po-
sitions of both ion and waters and compute the waters' mean
dipole moment vectors and the corresponding pair correla-
tion functions, (pi) and (pi * pj), using the method developed
previously (Partenskii et al., 1991a) extended to account fully
for dipolar correlation (our earlier studies focussed exclu-
sively on the averages (pi), a mean field approximation re-
liable as long as Ebackground is small). Using the values for (pi)
and (pi-Pj), we permit the ion-water and water-water sepa-
rations to relax, thus achieving a balance between attractive
(electrostatic, van der Waals) and repulsive (hard core) in-
teractions. The correlation functions decompose into axial
and normal components, of which only the axial part no-
ticeably affects the free energy. The new equilibrium state is
determined by minimizing the free energy G (Partenskii
et al., 1991a) determined from the Hamiltonian, Eq. 1, with
respect to the eight positions zi with 1 ' i ' 8. At each step
we take the length of the channel, necessary to calculate the
position of images, as h = z8 + (z8 - z7)/2; thus, the channel
is slightly extendible. With the functions (pi) and (pi - pj) in
hand, we determine a new set of equilibrium positions using
a numerical procedure based on a downhill simplex method
(Press, 1992) for the free energy minimization. We then recom-
pute dipole moments and dipolar correlation functions based on
the new set of ion and dipole locations, and continue the process
until self-consistency is attained. With a reasonable initial guess,
convergence requires no more than two iterations.
To recapitulate, there are three distinct contributions to the

model Hamiltonian: the Born energy for transferring an ion
from the electrolyte to the dipolar chain; the full ion-dipole
and dipole-dipole interaction, including all image interac-
tions with the electrolyte; and the Lennard-Jones interaction
between the various groups in the chain. The ion and dipoles
lie on a line; both dipolar orientations and interparticle spac-
ings are variable. Because of thermal interaction, both ori-
entations and spacings should fluctuate about their equilib-
rium values. Our solution accounts for both orientational and
separational variability, and for thermally driven orienta-
tional fluctuations. What we do not account for is the thermal
coupling of translational fluctuation with orientational fluc-
tuation. Our computational method fixes interparticle sepa-
rations, then lets the dipoles re-equilibrate (thermally). With
new dipolar directions fixed, we determine the minimum in
the interaction energy and establish a new set of interparticle
separations. These form the basis for the next thermal equili-
bration of the dipolar orientations. Qualitatively, there is a
clear inverse correlation between dipolar alignment and in-
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terparticle separation. Our procedure for computing ionic
location accounts for this, although the positions we deter-
mine are just approximate, because instantaneous, fluctua-
tionally driven, orientational-positional correlation is not
handled by our method of solution. Ion-dependent electro-
striction has its greatest influence on the behavior of the ion's
first and second neighbor waters for which water is strongly
oriented and the separational fluctuations small. Interaction with
remote water dipoles, where separational fluctuations are more
important, contributes little to the ion-dependent free energy dif-
ferences. Thus, we can expect that neglecting the instantaneous,
fluctuationally driven component of the orientation-position cor-
relations has little influence on the energetics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The total transfer energy from water to the channel for alkali ions
at sites 1 and 4 along the channel axis are given in Table 2 for
the two limiting cases, Ebackground = 2 and 4. The energies are
relative to the ion in aqueous solution and include the Born en-
ergy with ionic radius in the channel defined as (dw - 0.5 * dw
w) with d either the ion-water or the water-water distance, re-
spectively. We have assumed that ionic radii do not change in
the process of channel solvation; even if the ionic radii in bulk
water differed by as much as 25% from their values in the pore,
the associated energy difference would be relatively insignifi-
cant, <2.5 kJ mol-1. In establishing these data, the ion and the
waters have adjusted their separations to minimize the total en-
ergy ofthe ensemble. Assuming permeation is diffusive in nature
(Jakobsson and Chiu, 1987), using the Nernst-Planck expression
for ionic flux in the ohmic domain (Levitt, 1986), we can use our
transfer energies to obtain very rough estimates of channel con-
ductance. For 0.01 M electrolyte, for which the single-channel
conductance is -1 pS, we obtain ridiculously small values, be-
tween 10-11 and 10-6 pS for Cs' and between 10'4 and 10`21
pS for Li', as Ebackgrod increases from 2 to 4. As is clear from
these data and as we have demonstrated (Partenskii and Jordan,
1992b) previously, for plausible values of Ebackgound the transfer
energy between water and a structureless pore with gramicidin-
like dimensions is substantially larger than any reasonable es-
timate of the permeation free energy barrier.

There are three obvious possible reasons for this limita-
tion. This model may exaggerate ionic stabilization in bulk
water. It does not specifically include electrostatic interac-
tion between both ion and waters and the peptide charge

TABLE 2 Total free energy of transfer, AGtot, (kJ/mol) for
alkali cations at two channel sites for 6background = 2 and 4

Ion Site # AG,t (E = 2) AG,o, (E = 4)

Li+ 1 196.5 97.5
4 247.9 122.6

Na+ 1 117.6 61.4
4 166.5 85.5

K+ 1 50.5 30.1
4 95.3 52.5

Cs+ 1 23.1 17.9
4 65.7 39.1

distribution. It also ignores the influence of short range dif-
ferential solvation interactions as the ion is partially dehy-
drated upon entering a pore and specifically bound to polar
groups lining a channel. We have already shown that the
mesoscopic influence of the peptide, although stabilizing,
does not reduce transfer energies sufficiently to be consistent
with observed permeation rates (Partenskii and Jordan,
1992b, 1993). Thus, short range differential solvation, which
can only be treated by means of a molecular theory, must
significantly influence permeation.

Because of gramicidin's quasi-periodicity, it is reasonable
to believe that ion-specific changes in differential solvation
interactions do not vary greatly as the ion translocates
through the channel (i.e., the difference in binding energy
between Na+ and Cs' is only weakly site-dependent). Thus,
we focus on the translocation energies, defined as the energy
associated with moving from the binding site near the chan-
nel mouth across the electrostatic barrier near the channel
center. Fig. 2 depicts the free energy profiles for monovalent
cations in a channel with seven water molecules (an eight-
source model) as functions Of Ebackground. The translocation
barrier is defined as the energy difference associated with
moving the ion from position 1 (the mouth) to position 4 (the
midpoint). The absolute energies are of no significance. Each
set of profiles has been adjusted so that energies are relative
to that of an ion at the first site inside the channel mouth. As
Ebackground increases, ion-induced long-range orientational cor-
relation of the water molecules is substantially reduced
(Partenskii and Jordan, 1992b). One consequence is that en-
ergy differences between successive ion sites decreases
monotonically. There is another obvious systematic trend;
regardless of Ebackground3 the translocational barriers decrease
as ionic size increases, precisely reproducing Eisenman's
selectivity sequence I (Eisenman, 1962).

Table 3 presents the translocation energy barriers, taken as
differences in energy between the first and the fourth ion
position, for different values Of Ebackground' These energies,
especially for the larger Ebackground' are not inconsistent with
values deduced from stochastic dynamic modeling of grami-
cidin conductance (Jakobsson and Chiu, 1987) or from com-
putational chemical modeling of gramicidin's free energy
profile (Roux and Karplus, 1993). Depending upon ion and
method, translational barriers between 10 and 55 kJ/mol have
been presented. The success that stochastic dynamics has had
in correlating conductance data suggests that ionic movement
through gramicidin is predominantly diffusive in nature, and in-
dicates that the translational barriers are closer to 10 than 55
kJ/mol. In comparing different ions, we assume that transloca-
tional selectivity is determined by the conductance (fQ) of the
aqueous pathway, and is thus dependent on both the height of
activation energy barrier and internal friction. In the ohmic do-
main, the Nernst-Planck expression for fl is (Levitt, 1986):

o
=

CDAF
d[ e

N0RT R

where C is the cationic concentration, D is its aqueous diffusion

(3)
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Relative Cation Translocation Free Energy Profiles
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TABLE 3 Translocational free energies (kJ/mol) and relative Selectivities as functions of Ebackground

Eback 2 Eba2k 3 Eback 4 Exp.

Ion AG Sel. AG Sel. AG Sel. Sel. (Dion/DNa)*
Li+ 51.3 0.3 33.8 0.4 25.1 0.5 0.78
Na+ 48.9 1.0 32.3 1.0 24.1 1.0 1.0 1.00
K+ 44.8 6.4 29.9 3.6 22.4 2.7 2.1 1.50
Cs+ 42.6 15.0 28.3 6.1 21.2 3.9 6.3 1.55

*DjOn/DNa is the ratio of ionic and Na+ diffusion coefficients.

coefficient, A is the channel area, L is the channel length, F and

N. are Faraday's and Avogadro's numbers, respectively. We
define translocational Selectivity relative to Na+ as fior/oNa; for
diffusion coefficients, we use the values for ions in bulk water
and compare the computed selectivity ratios with experimental
ionic translocation rates in gramicidin, normalized relative to
Na+ (Urban et al., 1980), k X/kk Na. It is encouraging that despite
the extreme simplicity of the model the experimental sequence
is correctly reproduced. It should be noted that, although relative
diffusibility accounts for much of the variation between Na+ and
K+, this is clearly not the case for Cs+. Numerical values are best
accounted for with EbaCkgmound in the range of 3-4; with this choice
calculated and experimental selectivities differ by less than a

factor of two. The small differences between calculated selec-
tivity and experimental translocation rate constant ratios is pre-

sumably due to the presence of specific local interactions that
influence ionic permeability. Certainly the local interaction be-
tween gramicidin and Cs+ or Na+ differs sharply; in transloca-
tion, the former ion follows a trajectory that is nearly axial al-
though the latter executes more of a spiral motion as it jumps
from one carbonyl oxygen to the next (Skerra and Brickmann,
1987). Translocational selectivity in a gramicidin-like channel

can be thus accounted for as a consequence of the balance be-
tween L-J and electrostatic interactions. The same favorable in-
teractions that reduce image energy and allow ion passage pro-

duce an ion-specific permeability sequence. In the Eisenman
theory of selectivity viewed as competition between ion inter-
action with bulk water and with the polar groups forming the
ion-binding site (Eisenman, 1962), the Cs' > K+ > Na+ > Li'
sequence (sequence I) occurs at low site field strength. In our

image force model, with no specific site-ion (or ion-bulk water)
interactions, a similar role to that of the field strength is played
by the electrical permittivity ofthe transmembrane domain: lipid,
peptide, and permeation pathway. It should be noted that in se-

quence I the ordering is the same as that of ionic mobilities in
bulk water. Thus, our treatment of the effect of the surrounding
dielectrics on translocation is, in essence, a "featureless channel"
analog to theories of the influence of ionic size on mobility in
water.

In addition to channel energetics, accounting for the in-
fluence of the short range potential demonstrates the possi-
bility of significant site specific electrostriction associated
with ion movement through a channel. Table 4 presents three
measures of the effect, the ion-water separation (zlw), the

Ebackground = CC,

ibackground =

~~--
-

- -

Ebackground 2

. + Li+; * Na+; ° K+; x Cs+

K...,..,..... .....
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TABLE 4 Measures of site induced electrostriction (A) as functions of Ebwkground

Eback= 2 Eback= 4

Ion Site 4-w ZWl-W2 ZW-W 4W ZW1-W2 ZW-W

Li+ 1 2.36 3.06 3.17 ± 0.07 2.53 3.30 3.46 ± 0.08
4 2.33 2.99 3.06 ± 0.06 2.48 3.20 3.28 ± 0.08

Na+ 1 2.62 3.06 3.16 + 0.07 2.80 3.30 3.46 + 0.08
4 2.58 3.01 3.07 ± 0.06 2.75 3.21 3.29 ± 0.08

K+ 1 3.09 3.08 3.17 ± 0.06 3.29 3.32 3.47 ± 0.07
4 3.05 3.03 3.08 ± 0.06 3.23 3.23 3.30 ± 0.07

Cs+ 1 3.44 3.08 3.17 ± 0.06 3.65 3.35 3.48 ± 0.06
4 3.39 3.04 3.09 ± 0.05 3.59 3.25 3.32 ± 0.07

mean (channel-averaged) water-water separation (z(w_w)),
and the separation between the water pairs neighboring the
ion (zw1jw2). Ion-water separation decreases only slightly as
the ion moves into the channel; the effect is more pronounced
for the larger ions. More dramatic effects are seen in the
water-water separations. As the ion moves into the pore,
there is a substantial drop in the separation of water pairs
neighboring the ion; here the effect is more pronounced for
the smaller ions. There is a striking decrease in the mean
interwater separation as the ion moves into the channel; the
effect is large and ion-independent. The qualitative picture
is the same regardless of the value assigned to Ebackgound; how-
ever, it is quantitatively greater for the larger Ebackgound*
The various trends have simple interpretations in terms of the

interaction between channel particles and with the surrounding
bulk solvent. There are three interrelated effects, all leading to
increased electrostriction as the ion moves deeper into the pore.

Attenuation of the ionic field is proportional to r-2; thus,
the effective number of strongly polarized neighbor channel
waters increases as the ion moves further into the pore. For
specificity, assume that this "polarization radius" extends for
three waters (quite reasonable for Ebackgound = 2-4 (Partenskii
and Jordan, 1992b)). For an ion near the pore mouth, only
three of the seven channel waters are close enough to interact
strongly with it. There are six such waters for an ion near the
pore center. Therefore, mean water dipole moments increase
as the ion moves deeper into the pore; consequently, ion-
water attraction is relatively stronger. This increased attrac-
tion leads to decreased ion-water separation; consequently,
water-water distances diminish correspondingly.
A closely related argument focuses on the waters' polar-

ization and direct water-water interaction. As the ion moves
further into the channel, polarization of the water next to the
ion increases, average water polarization increases, and in-
dividual polarizations attenuate less rapidly with increasing
ion-water separation. Thus, there is greater water-water at-
traction, with correspondingly shorter interwater spacings.
Because the polarization of the first neighbor water is also
large, there is greater ion-water attraction leading to reduced
ion-water distances.
A final argument concerns the influence image forces have

on the ion-water interaction strength in the channel. As the
ion moves away from the channel mouth, its electrical image
moves further away from the channel-bulk water interface.

Thus, image interaction with the water dipoles in the model
pore is significantly reduced. The closest ion image is nega-
tively charged repelling water dipoles to the right of the ion
(see Fig. 1) and attracting ones to the left. The net effect is
always to increases ion-water (and thus water-water) sepa-
ration. The image-dipole interaction decreases quadratically
with image-dipole separation. Because, for an ion on the
left-hand side of the channel, the first image is located a
distance (r1 + 2(N - 1) - rw) from the channel-water inter-
face, withNthe position of the ion, it is clear that the ion image-
channel water interaction drops very sharply as the ion moves
away from the channel mouth. A similar argument can be made
for the site dependence of changes in ion-water separation. An
ion at the channel mouth is strongly attracted by its nearby image;
the neighboring water is repelled by this image. For an ion near
the center of the channel, the forces are weaker (the ion's images
are further away) and nearly balanced because both ion and wa-
ters can interact equally well with the images in both aqueous
regions. The differential effect argues for greater ion-water sepa-
ration when the ion is near the mouth.

Because the short range 6-12 interactions are unaffected
by the position of the ion, there is an abrupt decrease in the
length of the water column as the ion moves into the channel,
most conclusively demonstrated by the decrease in Z(w-w) and
ZW1- With E = 2, the ion-water chain length (corrected for
differences in ionic size) decreases by -0.65-0.75 A as the
ion moves from site 1 to site 4 (if E = 4, the drop is -1.1-1.2
A). The distance between the water pairs to either side of the
ion (the first and second neighbor waters) drops noticeably
as the ion moves from site 1 to site 4, by -0.05-0.07A when
E= 2 and -0.1 A whenE= 4.
These significant changes are direct effects of long range

ion-solvent and channel water-solvent interactions. This sug-
gests that important qualitative correlations can be missed in
MD calculations that do not properly take into consideration
long range electrostatic influences. This would be especially se-
rious in the interior of longer pores, where the distance between
the ion and the bulk solvent exceeds the MD cutoff radius.
The sensitivity of ion-water and water-water separa-

tions to changes in Ebackground only serves to illustrate a well
known observation: parameter sets form a seamless whole
(van Gunsteren and Mark, 1992). The 6-12 parameters we
use were designed for MD simulations for whichE =1. A
totally internally consistent analysis would probably
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demonstrate that changing Ebackground has an impact on the
values of the 6-12 parameters. A microscopic analysis of this
effect might well be important for more reliable quantitative
modeling of equilibrium channel properties.

CONCLUSIONS
The dipolar chain model, modified to account for ionic size,
provides a reasonable quantitative rationalization for the
relative permeabilities of alkali cations in a gramicidin-like
channel. In gramicidin, with its quasi-periodic structure,
channel selectivity can be accounted for without consider-
ation of the channel's molecular structure. The results cor-
respond to Eisenman's selectivity sequence I. In addition to
accounting for translocational energetics, our analysis sug-
gests that there is likely to be significant electrostriction in
an ion-water chain as the ion moves away from the pore
mouth and into the channel interior. Accounting for absolute
permeation rates requires detailed molecular modeling.
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